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About This Game

A once thriving network of space stations and planets have been left lifeless, redundant scars of the apocalypse. Into this age of
darkness comes light. You will lead the way in rebuilding the network of space stations to a standard accepted by the individual
alien races, attracting them to harness their expertise and research new technologies. Thus begins the hilarious battle of wits and

cunning, full of daring escapades.

Key Features:

Fully functioning alien society, with racial animosity and friendships, crime and punishment, leisure and entertainment,
and functioning economy

Unique 'Torus' play area gives a viewpoint never before seen in a game

16 habitable subsections spanning three decks in each space station

Bio-deck with editable landscape and manageable ecosystem allowing complete control of terra-forming

Multiplayer support for up to three other stationmasters
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Varied levels of play, from simple sandbox to detailed station micromanagement
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Still to this day, a hidden gem of a game.. I wondered about the price of this game i was like wait .99 cent sale gotta be crappy.
However i was and am pleasantly surprised and recommend, YES the controls could use some work, the came angle for up and
down with mouse is actually backwards, the game does crash on occasion if you have something else running in the background
so save the game regularly but other than that YES i would recommend and hope they keep going with this game.. I never heard
of it, but I got it on sale.

It has a similar vibe to Dungeon Keeper 2, but it plays differently. The creatures and interactions are silly and bizarre, which
gives the game a kind of cheeky character.

Some of the biggest differences are there's no digging (it's a space station, duh), resources are acquired through trading, and you
have less control over your minions.

I really recommend skipping over the tutorials and just jumping into the 1st mission, it's really pretty easy. There's a steep
difficulty curve after the 4th mission, but it's not a big deal, just keep trying.

I got about 30 hours, or 2 weeks out of it. I think it's worth the money.
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